
HELLO!HELLO!HELLO!

ANNOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTS

INSPIRING QUOTESINSPIRING QUOTESINSPIRING QUOTES

Our flute studio hangout + research project is coming up this Sunday, March

14th, at 1 PM! Don't forget that there is also a time change that day; the

clocks will move forward one hour. We will meet on Zoom so that I can record

the meeting and send it to you afterwards so you all have access to the

topics we discuss, especially for those who can't be there live. I will send the

Zoom information Sunday morning.

If you are having any trouble with your topic or if you have any questions,

please let me know! I want this to be a fun project where we can all learn

some new things and ask each other questions and have fun :)

“A peacock that rests on his tail feathers is just another turkey.”

—Dolly Parton

WEEKLY NEWSLETTERWEEKLY NEWSLETTERWEEKLY NEWSLETTER

Happy Tuesday, dear students! I am so happy that spring is slooowly on

its way, and with the time change this coming Sunday, we'll have even

more daylight! How exciting :)
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ARTISTARTISTARTIST
SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT

MUSICMUSICMUSIC
RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

FLUTE TIPFLUTE TIPFLUTE TIP
When we're holding our flute (not playing), it's important to avoid grabbing the keys

with our hands! While the flute feels very strong and sturdy because it's made of metal,

it's still relatively easy to accidentally bend the keys or rods or springs that hold our

flute together. 

The best way to hold the flute when you're not playing it is by the top of the body,

where the brand of your flute is displayed. If you hold the flute by the headjoint, you

run the risk of the headjoint slipping out of the body and having the rest of your flute

fall off! So: stick to the top part of the body. For the footjoint, when you're putting your

flute together or taking it apart, you can hold on to the bottom part, away from the

keys. 

Rule of thumb: only grab parts where there are no keys or rods!

P. I. Tchaikovsky's Fantasy Overture Romeo and Juliet

Vaughan Williams' The Lark Ascending

Nathalie Joachim's Suite pou Dantan: Prelid

1.

2.

3.

This week's Artist Spotlight is on Ruth Crawford-

Seeger. She was an American composer born in

1901. She was a specialist in folk music but also

composed in a modern classical music style. She

was the first woman composer to win the

Guggenheim Fellowship! You can learn more

about her here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6qZUCi7ToQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZR2JlDnT2l8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcO7PXCarnE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Crawford_Seeger

